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ABSTRACT

A study was made of the influence of lakes and urban areas on the development of precipitation, as observed by radar. The study included five cases over the southern portion of Lake
Michigan and 500 hr of records over urban areas and small lakes within 100 mi of the radar
location. Lake Michigan, in general, discouraged the formation of air mass showers while the
small lakes and urban areas caused no noticeable change in the form of echoes.

1. Introduction
|HE influence of lakes and urban areas on
the development of precipitation, as observed by radar, was studied from filmed
negatives made of the PPI of an A N / C P S - 9
radar 2 located at the University of Illinois Airport, six miles south of Champaign-Urbana, Illinois. The film studied covered the period of 1
April through 6 August, 1955. The study area
included the southern portion of Lake Michigan
and several urban areas and small lakes within
100 mi of the radar location

N •R

2. Lake Michigan study
Two cases of squall lines (8 and 17 July, 1955)
and three cases of air mass showers (5 June, 7
July and 3 August, 1955) in the vicinity of the
southern part of Lake Michigan were available
for study. In two cases of air mass showers and
both cases with squall lines in the vicinity of the
lake, evidence indicated that shower development
is less favorable over the lake in summer, as
would be expected. However, air mass showers
developed over the southern portion of the lake
on 3 August with little noticeable lake effect. Details of these five cases follow:
5 June, 1955—Air mass showers.—The first
echoes in the vicinity of Lake Michigan appeared
at 1230 CST. They developed south of the lake
and as the day progressed, development continued
on the east and west edges of the lake farther
1 Research Associate, Illinois State Water Survey, Urbana, Illinois, and Professor of General Engineering,
University of Illinois, Urbana, Illinois.
2 Equipment was operated through support of Contract
DA-36-039 SC-42446 with the Signal Corps Engineering
Laboratory, Belmar, New Jersey.

north but not over the center of the lake. When
they reached the Illinois-Wisconsin border, development either stopped or the areas of shower initiation moved out of range of the radar set (see
i)..

Illinois was under the influence of a strong
southerly flow of air at the ground with a low in
Minnesota and a stationary front to the west
through Minnesota, Iowa, Missouri, Arkansas,
and Oklahoma. Winds at 850 mb and above were
southwesterly.
7 July, 1955—Air mass showers.—Echoes developed from 1015 CST to 1345 CST on the eastern and western edges of Lake Michigan, but not
over the lake, except for one echo which appeared
for a few minutes at 1330 CST over the lake

FIG. 1.

Outlines of all echoes on the P P I at 30-min
intervals.
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FIG. 2.

Outlines of all echoes on the P P I at 15-min
intervals.

about twenty miles east of Chicago ( C H I ) . All
echoes which existed on the PPI at 15-min intervals were copied on the composite drawing
marked fig. 2.
Illinois was in a southerly flow of air with a low
in Nebraska. Winds aloft of 5 to 20 mph veered
from southerly to westerly at the 300-mb level.
The 500-mb and the 300-mb charts showed a
north-south trough over eastern Illinois at 0900
CST. It is possible that this trough stimulated
the development of the precipitation areas.
8 July, 1955—Squall line.—A strong northeastsouthwest squall line crossed the southern portion
of Lake Michigan between 0700 CST and 1200
CST. Squall line activity may have occurred
farther north over Lake Michigan but if so it was
beyond the range of the radar set at this time. A
second north-south squall line existed in eastern
Indiana at 0700 CST. This line broke up before
1200 CST (see fig. 3).
During the passage of the line (southeasterly)
across the lake, the size of the echoes remained
constant or decreased slightly. Inasmuch as the
line was passing closer to the radar site during
this time, it may be concluded that the cells were
decreasing in size and possibly in intensity. The
echoes over Lake Michigan appear to have moved
more rapidly than the echoes over land in both
Wisconsin and Indiana. Surface winds in the
Lake Michigan area were southerly and veered to
westerly at the 700-mb level while the line moved
to the southeast. A frame to frame inspection of
the original film reveals that the individual cells

FIG. 3.
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Outlines of all echoes on the P P I at 30-min
intervals.

were moving from the southwest while new cell
development to the south and east of the band
gave its apparent motion to the southeast. A
similar phenomenon has been reported by Stout
and Hiser [1].
17 July, 1955—Squall line.—The first echo development occurred just south of Lake Michigan
and about 12 mi southeast of Chicago ( C H I )
at 1000 CST. Later films showed echo developments, east, west and south of the lake (see fig.
4 ) . Echo development was somewhat similar to
that on 7 July.
The surface map at 1230 CST carried a squall
line from near Detroit ( D E T ) , Michigan, across
northern Indiana and central Illinois.
Winds in Illinois at all levels were primarily
from the southwest. The squall line or trough
was evident aloft to the 300-mb chart.
3 August, 1955—Air mass showers.—Scattered
small echoes appeared and seemed to keep redeveloping in certain areas. Echoes first appeared over Lake Michigan, about 20 mi north
of Chicago ( C H I ) , Illinois, at 1348 CST. They
continued in this area over the lake until 1503
CST (see fig. 5). Development and persistence
of the echoes over the lake and over land were
comparable in this case. Development of cells
over land or near the shore, followed by movement to the position where they appeared on the
radar scope, is possible but the reason for this is
not clear.
Winds aloft were from the west over southern
Lake Michigan with a high aloft centered over
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Outlines of all echoes on the P P I at 15-min
intervals.

southeastern Indiana and southwestern Ohio.
Surface winds at 5-10 mph from the southwest
were reported near Lake Michigan.
3. Study of small lakes and urban areas
A study of the effect of small lakes and urban
areas on the development of radar echoes was
made at Bloomington, Illinois, and Lake Bloomington and at Springfield, Illinois, and Lake
Springfield. Fig. 6 shows the area studied in the
vicinity of Springfield. The study area at Bloomington was similar.
Areas 1 and 2 in fig. 6 extend from the urban
area and lake for 30 mi in the direction of the
echo movement. For the purpose of comparison,
an adjacent area (see area No. 3 in fig. 6 ) , which
was similar in size and predominantly agricultural, was also studied.
The entire study area included altogether approximately 840 sq mi, and the total period of
study extended over 90 days. Approximately 500
hr of film at intervals of three to four minutes
were scanned for new cell developments (in the
areas specified). Times of very fair or clear
weather were not included in the study.
According to Byers and Braham [2], the probability of cell development within nine miles of
an existing cell is two to seven times the probability of development at greater than nine miles
from an existing cell. Therefore, echoes which
developed within nine or ten miles of existing
echoes were ruled out because they may have been

FIG. 5.

Outlines of all echoes on the P P I at 15-min
intervals.

stimulated by existing cells rather than by small
lakes or cities. In the areas and time mentioned
above, not a single, independent, new echo appeared.
4. Conclusions
Observation of radar films of echoes in the vicinity of or over Lake Michigan revealed evidence
that the lake, in general, discourages the formation of air mass showers. The detrimental effect
of the lake upon echoes associated with squall
lines was evident also. Since, during daylight
hours, a lake surface is cool compared to the land,

FIG. 6.

The area studied in the vicinity of Springfield,
Illinois.
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it would be expected to have a stabilizing influence. In all cases except that of 3 August, the
influence of the lake was observed to be as expected. No explanation for the cell development
of 3 August is readily apparent.
The small lakes and urban areas under observation caused no noticeable change in the form
of echoes which existed prior to arriving in the
observation areas.
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(Continued from page 78)
businessmen on this subject, I am sure that businessmen
everywhere can provide examples where expected successful ventures were suddenly changed into serious losses
because of unexpected weather conditions. Other businessmen can provide reverse examples of rewarding experiences because the weather worked for them instead of
against them.
Businessmen today, of course, on every street and in
every town in America, naturally know something about
the effects of weather on their business. The discussions
being held at this applied meteorology conference further
confirm my impression that many businessmen still are
not fully aware of the varied contributions that can be
made by professionally trained weathermen toward the
solution of company problems involving climate and
weather.
As knowledge of the successful partnerships between
businessmen and weathermen becomes better known, it
can be expected that more and more members of industry
will seek out those particular applications of weather
information that also can be used in their own companies
to increase profits or to reduce losses.
Businessmen will be pleased to note the cooperation
that exists between the Weather Bureau and the private
meteorologist, and how the data and services of both can
be combined to meet company requirements.
A businessman who becomes interested in using all
available weather knowledge and skills in solving his
company's weather problems may be a bit puzzled at
first on discovering that certain broad services are provided business and industry by the United States Weather
Bureau, and that certain specialized meteorological services are provided by a private individual or firm working
in the field of applied meteorology.
Stated broadly, and in general terms, this division of
meteorological services might be described as follows:
1. The Weather Bureau normally acts as a wholesaler
of weather information, while the private meteorologist
normally acts as a retailer;
2. The Weather Bureau observes, collects, analyzes,
and distributes the basic weather information on which all
government and private meteorologists depend;
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3. The Weather Bureau normally provides information
to an entire industry (such as aviation and shipping),
while the private meteorologist normally provides information to individual companies in that same industry;
4. The Weather Bureau normally provides information
to all individuals in a community, while the consultant
weather firm normally provides information to relatively
few clients in that community.
Because many business firms have shown an interest in
the work of private meteorologists, it may be useful to
discuss briefly—before this first national conference on
applied meteorology—Department of Commerce policy in
regard to the separate functions of the government meteorologist and the private meteorologist.
It is our policy to encourage the activity of private
meteorologists, company meteorologists, and weather consultant firms whenever business or industry has need for
specialized weather information and services beyond the
basic data, forecasts and warnings provided by the
Weather Bureau. How do we go about this?
W e do it by gladly making available to the consultant
meteorologist all the basic observation data, charts,
analyses, forecasts, and supplemental information that the
Weather Bureau itself uses in preparing its public forecasts. The American Meteorological Society in Boston
goes a step further and provides free information to
individuals or private companies who are interested in
obtaining information about the availability of private
meteorologists and their capabilities.
It is necessary in the public interest that the "private
weatherman" should be a highly trained meteorologist,
whose professional qualifications are found to be acceptable by a recognized professional society or educational
institution. The sciences of meteorology and professional
forecasting have clearly proven their value in modern
life and, except for possible entertainment value, the
public has diminishing need for the "folklore-flavoredforecaster" who bases his predictions on the behavior of
animals, birds, the phases of the moon, or his grandfather's rheumatism.
The most important job of the Weather Bureau is
providing the people throughout the entire United States
with adequate warnings and forecasts of impending storms
and floods that threaten life or property. Accordingly it
normally is not to be expected that the Weather Bureau
provides personal service to single individuals or organi(Continued on page 120)
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